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Sales & Marketing…Is Your Plan in Place?
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Certifications & Compliance…Keys for the future

This month’s focus is on Working “On” or “In” Your

As we entered 2021, our intended focus was to re-

message. Our history and past are important, as they

Business, Where Should You Focus? In most of my

engage in more of a non-pandemic environment – but

got us to where we are today; however, for us to move

articles, I write from my perspective as a previous

we knew quickly that 2021 was going to include a

forward in an Industry 4.0 environment, we must work

shop owner/manager sharing with you my insight,

continuation and attack of the on-going pandemic,

“ON” the business.

experience, successes, and failures in hopes of

forcing us, again, as an industry, to re-evaluate how

strengthening your company and our association.

we ran our businesses, dealt with our customers,

What will working “ON” the business look like? It will

However, in this instance, I am going to write from

and dealt with the virus in our companies, families,

first be FORWARD thinking. That includes continuing

the perspective of NTMA National, looking at what our

and beyond. I believe 2021 was again a year that

to utilize our tremendous industry partners that bring

plans and focus are for the new year.

NTMA National and our members stayed united in

services and cutting-edge technology to our members;

efforts, with members continuing to learn how to

continuing to bring the peer-to-peer networking

I just began my third year as President of NTMA. I

run and sustain their businesses in the midst of an

opportunities through our Manufacturing Engage

look back at 2020 and realize I started my tenure

on-going pandemic. The association worked to bring

Summits and Conference; continuing to include

with an organization I knew deeply; but also one I

new partnerships and opportunities to our members

industry advocacy and benchmarking opportunities

believed had some issues and had somewhat lost its

to help navigate the changing industrial landscape.

for our businesses and our industry; and continuing

way. I immediately began working “IN” the business

Together, our membership community held together

to focus on industry training, apprenticeships, and

– having known so many of our members through

and resulted in the lowest loss of membership in five

providing an “On-Ramp to Manufacturing” for new

the years, they quickly rallied to help right the ship

years. Because of the resiliency and leadership of our

persons into our industry. The real question is not the

and lend support, with all of us working together.

members through 2021, many completed the year at,

“ON” – it’s the “HOW.” I believe US manufacturing’s

Of course, we were then struck by the unplanned

or near, pre-pandemic levels.

time is NOW. NTMA’s time is NOW. Small-to-medium

pandemic. Thankfully, NTMA was positioned both

size manufacturers’ time is NOW. And so, we must act

internally and externally to immediately start

Now entering 2022, I want all our members to know

addressing the unknowns on behalf of our members.

that NTMA National is going to take the things

One doesn’t have to look any further than our

we learned from working “IN” the business of the

The “HOW” is by growing a united community of

support from Franklin Partnership, Bracewell’s

association in 2020 and 2021 and are completely

precision manufacturers. NTMA members have

Policy Resolution Group, and McMahon Berger for

focusing on utilizing and building on those efforts by

done this for the past 79 years. When NTMA had

their immediate and on-going contributions. NTMA

working “ON” the business. So, you might ask, what

between 3,000 and 4,000 members, we were the ones

National immediately became the community hub of

does it look like for NTMA National to work “ON” the

speaking to the US House and Senate, talking national

information for our association members – while they

business? It will not look like business as usual. It

manufacturing policy. In the age of technology,

worked to support their employees, customers, and

will not be “we have always done it this way.” It will

our industry as a whole has been marginalized,

financial commitments. While I certainly don’t want to

not be more emails, webinars (or communiques) or

and seemingly, the need for a united community

relive that year, the good news is we all survived as a

communication methods that have been underutilized

decreased. This resulted in small-to-medium size

manufacturing community.

by our members. It will not be managing to the past of

manufacturers going it alone, depending solely on

the organization. I could go on, but I think you get the
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NOW.

their entrepreneurial spirit, to address the changes

small-to-medium US manufacturers. NTMA’s annual

Together” and while I continue to embrace it, my

and challenges of the industry – including training,

membership dues range from $1K (10 or less) to $9K

new tag line going forward is: “There is Strength in

workforce development, governmental regulations,

(325 or more) depending on company size, a small

Numbers.” As I recently watched a WWII movie about

and advances in technology. When things are good,

amount for how much your company could benefit.

the invasion of Normandy beach, I was reminded that

it appears to be a good strategy; but when the tide

As a current member told me, “I receive a lifetime

it was the sheer number of soldiers that continued

turns, it can be devastating…quickly. Look no further

of value for belonging and participating in NTMA.”

to attack the beach that allowed them to take the

than the result of offshoring US manufacturing. The

Regardless of NTMA services, discounts, and industry

beach-head and eventually end the war. I ponder the

current supply chain shortages and bottlenecks have

partnerships, investing in US manufacturing is what

lives and sacrifices made by those soldiers and how

well exceeded much of the cost savings used to justify

is at stake.

I have benefited as a result of their efforts. While

the original decision.

this is just for comparison purposes, I too feel that
We all think about leaving a LEGACY. I recently

if we significantly grow our association, we as US

We must return to the past and embrace the value

read that a Legacy is not what you give things to, a

manufacturers can make our impact on the future of

of a national community working for the good of all

Legacy is who or what you invested in. I am calling

US manufacturing and future manufacturers. I ask

and the industry – and no longer being deceived

all NTMA Members to INVEST in NTMA and participate

you to join me in our effort.

that going it alone is the right strategy. Our political

in our association’s growth. NTMA asks one thing of

leaders and larger OEM Manufacturers act on

each member: call or write 5-10 companies in your

In closing, I hope you know my “passion” is for each

what they hear or think. We must have a seat at

area – right now – and tell them about NTMA and

of you, your families, your employees, your customers,

the national table for them to hear a consolidated

ASK them to join. If someone is interested, you can

and our industry. I have a lifetime in this industry, and

message with solutions, or they will continue to react

refer them over to your local Chapter representative,

I want our industry to see many lifetimes to come.

with mixed programs, burdensome regulations, and

or contact NTMA National and we will follow-up.

lack of focus on national solutions or strategies.

Companies and people join because of relationships

If you want real value that makes a difference in

and because people “ASK.” All we are asking of you

your company, the answer is GROWTH. It is time to

is for you to “ASK.” Many of you know my tag line

grow NTMA and retake our national position for all

for the last two years has been “We Are Stronger

“There is Strength in Numbers”

Roger Atkins, President – NTMA

One Voice: Federal Government Advocacy Program
As United States manufacturing continues to

that our industry may need to know – the team

We hope you continue to utilize this key partner

navigate the unique challenges and changes

at One Voice also provides informative policy

in One Voice – one that ensures that millions

brought on by the last year – and a change in

webinars, news releases, educational materials,

of manufacturers across the country have their

Administrations - it remains important to have

video recaps, and much more.

voices heard.

a partner in advocacy. NTMA helps provide this
support by working closely with the team at One

Don’t forget about the Talking with One Voice

Voice: the combined federal government advocacy

podcast – every episode, the One Voice advocacy

program representing small-and medium-sized

team breaks down how the latest news from

business manufacturing in America.

Washington impacts manufacturing b usinesses

With regulations, policy, and shop safety all
constantly evolving, One Voice has a wealth of
fantastic resources, developed to help keep your
shop informed and prepared for whatever comes
next. In addition to ongoing COVID-19 Response
information – in line with any and all changes

Please visit www.metalworkingadvocate.org
for more information.

across the country. It’s yet another way your shop
can get quick, concise information on everything
from tax development to loans and even workforce
development issues. You can send in your
key questions to be answered by emailing
onevoice@policyres.com.
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New Member
Highlights

KENT MOLD & MFG. CO.
Akron Chapter Member
The Kent Mold & Mfg. Co. was established in 1944 and is a 2nd & 3rd
generation family owned Mold Making, Machining and Manufacturing
organization. We are a machine shop specializing in Mold Design and Build
with customer support of our products including Injection molds,
Blow molds, Thermoforming, SMC compression, Shuttle molds, RIM,
Overmolds, Rubber transfer and injection and compression as well as special
tooling and fixtures. We are diversified into low volume general and contract

BEC MACHINING LLC

machining. Being in business for almost 80 years we have witnessed many

St. Louis Chapter

changes in the industry and have broadened our customer base and evolved
from primarily automotive to include aerospace, medical, toys, pet products,

At BEC Machining, we’re dedicated to solving your engineering and machining

packaging, transportation, agriculture, steel mills, special machinery,

challenges. Since 2006, BEC Machining has provided close tolerance

industrial products and equipment.

machining with specific attention to delivering complete parts and assemblies
reliably and on time. Our skilled and dedicated staff has more than 50 years

1190 West Main Street

of combined machine shop experience, and we proudly provide machining and

Kent, Ohio 44240

engineering services to local and national companies in a variety of industries.

www.kentmold.com

We have multiple CNC milling and turning centers, including Swiss.
11025 Gravois Industrial Court, Suite C
St. Louis, MO 63128
(314) 842.6010
www.becmachining.com

National Associate Member
NEW SCALE ROBOTICS
New Scale Robotics makes do-it-yourself (DIY) automation tools for robotic
gaging. Their Q-Span® Workstation Kits combine robotic part handling,

EVERGREEN MANUFACTURING
SOLUTIONS, LLC
Rocky Mountain Chapter
Founded in 2018, with presence in Denver, CO and Seattle, WA, Evergreen
Manufacturing Solutions has served the purpose of propelling American
manufacturing into the 21st century. We extend our collective AS9100
and ISO9001 Aerospace, Defense, and Medical Device industry experience
to reinforce our clients’ pursuit of sustainable profitability. Our customtailored solutions include CNC Tooling Design, CNC Programming, Process
Improvement, Manufacturability Analysis, Safety & Training, Lean/5S
Implementation, and much more.
PO Box 1709
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
(206) 999-2438
www.evergreenmfgsolutions.com

measurements using digital calipers and other gages, and automated data
logging. They improve efficiency, capacity, and real-time reporting of quality
departments. Based on flexible and teachable collaborative robots, Q-Span
Kits are agile solutions that fit into existing workflows. They help quality teams
reduce errors, increase throughput, and better utilize skilled labor in smallbatch, high-mix manufacturing. Easy to deploy without specialized training,
they deliver return on investment (ROI) in less than ten months.
Bringing nearly 20 years of experience delivering small, precise and smart
embedded motion systems – as a division of New Scale Technologies – New
Scale’s miniature mechatronic modules fit in the smallest instruments – even
mobile phones! They incorporate numerous patents and proprietary knowhow, including piezoelectric and magnetic micro-actuators, sensors, drives,
control systems and network connectivity. Their smart motion modules have
unmatched miniaturization, micrometer-scale resolution, and fully-integrated
microelectronics with intelligent firmware. New Scale enables their customers
to achieve higher performance with smaller size and faster development time.
121 Victor Heights Parkway,
Victor NY 14564
585) 924-4450
www.newscalerobotics.com
NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022
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Reliable processes for exact,
dynamic and efficient production
Machine tools that are equipped with controls, encoders, drive
technology and machine monitoring software technology from
HEIDENHAIN provides that clear competitive edge you’ve been
looking for.

HEIDENHAIN CORPORATION, 333 East State Parkway, Schaumburg IL, 60173
8

847-490-1191

Ask for
HEIDENHAIN
on your next
machining
center

www.heidenhain.us

Angle
+ Linear
Encoders + Contouring Controls + Subsequent Electronics + Length Gauges + Rotary Encoders
NTMA THEEncoders
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CHAPTER NEWS

Edge Factor’s Free Future Skills Toolkit Celebrates
Technical Education Programs
In early 2022, students across North America will

with technical and transferable life skills,”

select which programs they want to enroll in for

said Larissa Hofman, Vice President of Edge Factor.

the following school year. During these months,

Technical education programs can provide students

NTMA Educational Partner Edge Factor and their

with college credits, empower them to launch a well-

partners are equipping educators, industry, and

paying career straight out of high school, to attend

workforce leaders with high-impact tools to celebrate

college, or to lead to more in-depth apprenticeship

alive in real-world training programs and

technical education programs. Encouraging students,

or Internship programs. Edge Factor and NTMA invite

careers.

jobseekers, and families to explore hands-on learning

you to celebrate technical education students and

programs to gain real skills for the real world.

programs by sharing the free Future Skills Toolkit!

In tech-ed programs like apprenticeships, co-ops,

Five Reasons to Register for the
Future Skills Toolkit!

3.

Reach parents at home to change antiquated
perceptions of skilled trades careers and tech-ed.

4.

Build relationships with companies, schools,
and the future workforce.

5.

Help students understand how STEAM comes

How can you access the FREE Future Skills Toolkit?
To access the free Future Skills Toolkit, all you need

and internships, students and jobseekers can work
on tangible projects that develop skills like problemsolving, responsibility, communication, and critical

Recruit new students to enroll in tech-ed

and be able to share the links across your network!

programs in high school and/or post-secondary

job-seekers gain real skills for the real world. Topics
(STEAM) come alive with hands-on projects while

future-skills-experience – as soon as you register,
you’ll gain instant access to the tools and resources,

1.

thinking. These essential life skills help students and
within Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math

to do is register at: https://offers.edgefactor.com/

2.

education.

The Future Skills Toolkit is available for FREE

Inspire students and job seekers to pursue

through February 28, 2021.

careers in the skilled trades.

students learn job-specific skills. Students involved in
technical education programs have the opportunity to
realize their potential and discover what they are (and
aren’t!) interested in.

The Future Skills Experience
To celebrate and promote tech-ed programs, Edge
Factor presents the FREE Future Skills Toolkit. Schools,
companies, workforce leaders, and families can
register to access this toolkit and be equipped
to host in-person or virtual presentations using
high- impact media and career exploration tools. This
toolkit includes resources that highlight industries,
careers, and tech-ed programs related to STEAM, a
keynote presentation, and practical how-to-guides for
organizations to learn how to host an engaging Future
Skills presentation and/or a virtual event.
“The goal of the Future Skills Toolkit is to recognize
that there are many different pathways to success,
and regardless of which pathway a student or job
seeker might choose, hands-on programs equip them

NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022
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IN THE NEWS

Innovation,
Adaptability Have
Led to 100 Years
for A.J. Rose
Manufacturing
By: Rachel Abbey McCafferty - Crain’s Cleveland
Engineers Dale Pritchard and Keith Fishburn evaluate the process to make an impeller compotnent – A.J. Rose Manufacturing.

At its core, A.J. Rose Manufacturing Co. is a family

A.J. Rose Manufacturing employs about 345 people.

transformation” said Terrence Sweeney. “And as

business. The company began in 1922 when Czech

The company has two facilities in northeast Ohio, its

a result, that’s going to drive a lot of new design

immigrant Anton J. Rose opened a small stamping

headquarters in Avon and its original manufacturing

requirements,” he said. “It’s going to produce a lot of

shop in Cleveland. The company’s reach was broad

site in Cleveland, as well as one in India. The

new engineering requirements. It’s going to produce a

at first, but it eventually focused on the automotive

company refused to share the finances.

lot of new part numbers. It’s also going to eliminate a

aftermarket and later on serving original equipment

lot of part numbers as we go.”

manufacturers in that industry, said vice president

A.J. Rose Manufacturing primarily serves the

of sales and marketing Terrence Sweeney. It was the

automotive industry, with that market accounting for

A.J. Rose Manufacturing has always worked to see

company’s ability to create cost-saving designs for

about 95% of its business, Terrence Sweeney said.

where the industries it serves are headed, Torey

customers that led to its growth in that space, he

The rest of the business is industrial and HVAC. Works

Sweeney said, so its employees can work on solutions

said. And Terrence Sweeney believes it was the design

primarily with a variety of steels and aluminum.

for problems ahead. Many companies that started

acumen of the employees that allowed the company

The primary focus in the automotive industry for A.J.

around the same time as A.J. Rose Manufacturing

to persist for so long. “We always thrived on that

Rose Manufacturing is on the powertrain, everything

grew into large conglomerates or were taken over by

ideology,” he said.

from the transmission to the engine, said Terrence

larger companies, Terrence Sweeney said. A.J. Rose

Sweeney.

Manufacturing chose to stay “small, nimble, flexible,”

A.J. Rose Manufacturing has seen many changes in

he said, and that helped it adapt and survive over

its century of existence as technology and the industry

A.J. Rose Manufacturing started out making

have evolved and grown. Ultimately, it comes down to

more general parts. It is now primarily a contract

the “brain work” of its employees, Terrence Sweeney

manufacturer for automakers, making specific parts

A “strong vision” from the family behind A.J.

said, and A.J. Rose Manufacturing hopes its new

for their products. What A.J. Rose Manufacturing

Rose Manufacturing has been necessary for its

generation can build on the foundation it has built

makes today are “highly engineered, tight tolerance

longevity, said David Klotz, president of the Precision

over time. That foundation goes back to the founder.

parts,” said Terrence Sweeney. And they help their

Metalforming Association in Independence. A.J. Rose

Rose had three daughters and a son, Terrence

customers save money and weight on their vehicles.

Manufacturing has been a member of the association

Sweeney said, who joined the company as the second
generation.

time.

for more than 50 years and has been active locally
The company prides itself on being able to constantly

and nationally during that time, Klotz said. In addition

innovate and improve customer designs, said sales

to its vision, A.J. Rose Manufacturing has reinvested

Today, there are four families that have common

engineer Torey Sweeney. That has helped build a

in the company over the years, Klotz said, and

ownership of the company, all cousins descending

solid reputation over time. “We can take a $10 part

updating technology and adding more automation is

from founder Rose. They are the Rose, Pritchard,

and redesign it into a $5 part, and it’s lighter and

critical to continued success.

Warnkey, and Sweeney families, and now the fourth

works better,” said Terrence Sweeney. Working in

generation of the founder’s family has become

the automotive industry means that the company is

This article originally appeared in Crain’s Cleveland

involved. But when Terrence Sweeney talks about

always thinking of a few years ahead. The parts it

magazine and is reprinted here with the permission

the next generation, he’s thinking beyond family. The

makes today will be used in vehicles a couple of years

of the publisher. You can view the original article at:

company has low turnover, and it is not uncommon for

from now, Terrence Sweeney said.

https://www.crainscleveland.com/manufacturing/

employees to stay for decades.

innovation-adaptability-have-led-100-years-aj-roseAnd that’s truer today than ever, as the industry

“The people make the company,” he said. “Without

moves away from the internal combustion engine

good people, you don’t have a company.” Currently,

and toward electric vehicles. That’s a “huge

10 NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022

manufacturing

FPC

BEYOND A PALLET POOL

PLUG-AND-PLAY
CNC AUTOMATION

HIGHER MC UTILIZATION · FAST PAYBACK · EXPANDS TO 3 MACHINES

Is this for me? Check fastems.com/fpc
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IN THE NEWS

Preparing the Workforce
of Tomorrow, Today
By: Jennifer Edge, Ford NGL, Director, Innovation and Product Management

Industry and its workforce are rapidly changing, and

is empowering. At the same time, it sets up the

partner.” It details a clear path of where to start and

education is responding. Community stakeholders

community for growth and economic success. The

how to maintain. It also provides direction and insight

are learning how to come together today and prepare

challenge now is to find workforce and education

into the right structures that companies around the

an emerging workforce for what is needed to succeed

solutions that invest in all of our young people before

globe need to transform their talent development

tomorrow.

they graduate high school.

strategy.

What does this mean for partnerships between

Ford NGL envisions a day when every community,

The “6 Steps You Need to Know When Developing a

education and industry? Bridging the divide between

educational institution, and employer organization

Workforce Strategy,” recommends that employers

the worlds of education and industry is a frontline

has the right structures, processes, and people

take specific actions when developing a successful

priority. Educators are being asked to know the world

necessary for really strong partnerships between

talent pipeline. This strategy includes partnerships

of work, and employers are being asked to become

education and industry.

with secondary education. In this document, the

part of the schools’ fabric.

powerful partnership system and the work-based
Delivering on this vision requires that stakeholders

learning continuum are outlined. Stay tuned for more

Why does this matter? Students are our future.

have the right blueprint to guide how they build an

from Ford NGL in 2022 as we explore the partnership-

Students need the opportunity to experience the

engagement system. The system must achieve the

engagement system that companies need in order to

world of your industry through the context of school

scale and depth of impact required to catalyze a level

strengthen their talent- pipeline strategy.

– to have the opportunity to experience and explore

of meaningful change that delivers success for all.

problems, understand and analyze systems, and

For questions and or comments, reach out to

design solutions to real-world problems just like

Ford NGL’s Blueprint for Powerful Partnerships moves

those they will encounter in the workplace (and in

the conversation from “why to partner” to “how to

life). Students need spaces and places to build their
competencies and acquire transferable technical,
academic, and 21st-century skills. Having those skills
will equip them with a solid foundation for success.
How is this happening? Schools are actively
partnering with employers to reimagine how
learning happens. Communities and industries are reengineering the roles they play to partner in support of
public education. This transformation is possible with
the right talent-development strategy. This strategy
includes a powerful system for growing school and
company partnerships and moving students from
learning about the workplace to learning in it.
For graduates, having a social capital base; a
mindset open to all opportunities; and an industryready toolbox that provides employers with an
innovative and well-equipped 21st century workforce

12 NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022

Jenn Edge by emailing her jedge@fordngl.com.

2021 Donations to California Manufacturing
Workforce Foundation Help Build Local
Manufacturing Community.
The California Manufacturing Workforce Foundation

at Bergsen Metals. “Students expenses are continually

These $500 scholarships go a long way in helping

ended 2021 with another solid year of donations and

on the rise. We want to help in whatever capacity we

students finish certificates and programs that position

scholarships for students going into manufacturing

can,” notes Tom.

them to be leaders at shops across California. Grants

careers. This year, the board is expanding its reach

are available for any student enrolled in a technical

with goals of gifting even more students with $500

The organization, formerly known as the LA/NTMA

education program located in Southern California who

scholarships and setting a goal of $15,000 in

Foundation, was founded in 2018 with the help of

is seeking a career in manufacturing.

donations.

NTMA Los Angeles Chapter members who saw a
need in our manufacturing community. Since then,

Donations of all sizes are welcome and recurring

“Our work is vitally important to our [NTMA Los

the organization has grown and given out several

donations can easily be set up – to learn more

Angeles Chapter] members and industry partners who

scholarships to students at manufacturing programs

and to donate to this important program, visit

are feeling the crunch of the workforce shortage,” says

all over Southern California. With many shops busier

www.camworkforce.org.

Tom Bergsen, President of the Foundation, and owner

than ever, the need for skilled labor continues to
plague manufacturers.

Tool Holders
Boring Tools
Cutting Tools
Workholding
Tool Measuring

NEW NAME. SAME PROMISE.

HIGHER PERFORMANCE. GUARANTEED.
BIG KAISER is now BIG DAISHOWA

While the name is different, we remain committed to the core promise we made more than
30 years ago: Higher Performance. Guaranteed.
You don’t compromise and neither will we. Our mission is to find the best solution for you and
deliver it with a personal commitment of efficient and measurable performance improvements.
(224) 770-2999 | bigdaishowa@us.bigdaishowa.com | bigdaishowa.com

NATIONAL
ASSOCIATE
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Join Modern Machine Shop in exploring the
challenges facing American manufacturing.
Through exclusive commentary from worldclass economists and manufacturing leaders,
we shine a spotlight on the past, present and
future of being made in the U.S.A.
PRESENTED BY:

LISTEN NOW: mmsonline.com/madeintheusapodcast
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Emerging Leaders Rising 2022 Class
Nominations – Now Open
We are now taking nominations for the EL Rising Class

gain valuable recognition, and develop their skills

of 2022! Managers and supervisors of these young,

and knowledge. They will also be invited to attend the

talented, and emerging manufacturing professionals,

2022 Emerging Leaders Conference, where they can

submit your nominations today!

continue to grow and learn in this great profession.

We will be selecting up to 15 individuals for this

As a leader for your company who is focused on the

• Company name

prestigious award. The selected individuals will

future, you have already identified your future leaders.

• Contact information for nominee

be recognized in the July issue of The Record,

Now you need to make sure they are being recognized

• Achievements and contributions

with their photos, professional information, and

for their work and accomplishments. Please do not

• Any additional information that is pertinent

accomplishments. Individuals selected for the EL

hesitate, enter your outstanding emerging leaders

Rising Class of 2022 will be invited to attend the

today!

The Process to Nominate Is Simple
Email Kristen Hrusch (khrusch@ntma.org) with
the following information by May 31, 2022.
• Name of nominee

Engage 2022 at a special rate and will be recognized
on stage during the awards ceremony. This will offer

Nominations for EL Rising Class of 2022 are open

them an opportunity to connect with one another,

to all regular members, including our National

The group will be notified by the second week
of June, in order to obtain more details for the
issue of the

July Record.

EMERGING LEADERS SPONSOR

Associates.

Save with our CNC Broaching Kits
With a CNC Broaching Kit:
• Broach a range of keyway slots in your CNC cycle
• Never miss quoting a broaching job and completing it in-house
• Improve your cycle time by adding our live tool slotter
View our CNC catalog to get your kit today:
catalog.pilotprecision.com/CNC-Broaching-Kit

PilotPrecision.com
As your Tooling Concierge, we use our expertise to understand your complex machining
applications and recommend the right tooling. At Pilot, we also leverage our technical
knowledge and business relationships to connect you to the world’s most respected
brands of broaching tools, reamers, micro endmills & drills, and more.

15 Merrigan Way • South Deerfield, MA 01373 • T: 413-350-5200 • PilotPrecision.com
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FINDING TIME
TO WORK ON
YOUR BUSINESS
IS CRITICAL.
WORKING IN
YOUR BUSINESS
TOO MUCH CAN LEAD
TO DISTRACTIONS
& CHALLENGES
DOWN THE ROAD.
By: Francois Gau, President and CEO, GrowthHive

First, let’s define the terms
“Working IN” vs. “Working ON”
your business.
Working “IN your business” is spending
time on the flow of daily activities such
as long useless meetings, problems with
supply chain, quality issues, people issues,
the pandemic, and accounting. We call it
the daily grind, and it can crush a whole day
and push it into NVA or ENVA territory (nonvalue-added or essential non-value-added
– i.e., non-critical and non-paid by clients).
Working “ON your business” is investing
time into critical thinking about the
business such as market trends,
possibilities, and solutions. In short, looking
at the future and what needs to be done
to develop new products, new services,
grow into new territories, grow through
acquisitions or organic investment, solve
endemic issues, and more.

IN

IN

ON

IN

ON

ON

IN
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When we engage with a new client to work on strategy,

According to research outlined in the Harvard

we have ten questions we typically ask of principals

Business Review, 85 percent of executives spend less

throughout the journey of working “ON the business”:

than one hour per month working on strategy, and 50
percent spend no time at all on strategic matters. The

1. Will your strategy beat the market?

research also revealed that 95 percent of a company’s

2. Does your strategy tap a true source of advantage?

employees do not understand the company’s strategy

3. Is your strategy granular on where to compete?

– long-term goals. As a result of this inattention to

4. Does your strategy put you ahead of the trends?

strategy, 90 percent of businesses fail to meet their

5. Does your strategy rest on privileged insights?

strategic targets.

6. Does your strategy embrace uncertainty?
7. Does your strategy balance commitment and

The commonly held belief is that owners should spend

flexibility?

10% of their time working “ON the business” and

8. Is your strategy contaminated by bias?

90% of the time working “IN the business.” As we

9. Is there conviction to act on your strategy?

researched the matter deeper, the takeaway message

10. Have you translated your strategy into an action

from all the findings is that entrepreneurs wish they

plan?

had more time to spend working ON the business and
less time working overall.

Whatever the problème du jour, this checklist is an
effective tool for staying on the task of thinking

Although the survey’s findings did not reveal exactly

strategically about things.

what entrepreneurs would gain from additional time

Francois Gau, President and CEO, GrowthHive

working ON the business, the implication is that

We’d love to hear from you on LinkedIn or by email

The challenge is that most of us spend too much

that they would be in a stronger position to notice

at francois@levyind.com. Special thanks to my

time working IN our business instead of working ON

trends and opportunities in ways that could help

colleague, Todd Miller, for his contributions to this

our business. Without the discipline to work ON your

their companies meet their strategic objectives. Now,

article.

business, you may find yourself facing ever-mounting

let’s step a little further back and look at the most

troubles by failing to see the forest through the trees.

valuable brands we all know: They have one thing in

Francois Gau is President and CEO of GrowthHive,

common – Someone thought about it somehow. Isn’t

a business development services firm that helps

that something we should all do?

industrial manufacturers use a mix of digital and
traditional tools to create and implement growth

INNOVATE
OR BE
DISRUPTED

Innovation takes time. Innovation takes resources.

strategies, including market identification and

Innovation leads to breakthroughs and tremendous

segmentation, increasing brand awareness and sales,

success. You just need to set aside time to think about

and improving communication. GrowthHive is based

it and explain it in ways your teams can do something

in Pittsburgh.

about it. That’s the key to all this.

www.levyind.com/growthhive

Over my years in the corporate world, as a consultant,
and now as a business owner, I gathered several
bits and pieces of insight to construct my own quote
that’s now proudly framed in my office: “Don’t Settle
for the Status Quo. Innovate or be Disrupted. Think
Strategically, Act Quickly and Adjust as Required.”

NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022
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Stepping
Out of the
Whirlwind
and Into
the Plan
By: Michael Watkins, MBA/JD, EBITDA Growth Systems

Imagine yourself in the middle of a dark forest.
The shadows caused by the thick, tall trees
obscure the direction of the sun, and there is
no clear way out. Looking up, you recognize
that you must get to the top of the trees to
have a clear view of where you are. Selecting
a tree and climbing to the top takes everything
you have; but once you gain that clear view of
a meadow on the nearest edge of the forest,
you know which direction to go.

Learn more about EBITDA Growth Systems online at
www.ebitdagrowthsystems.com
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For the small-to medium-sized machine shop owners
climbing the tree is a metaphor for getting the clarity

Quadrant I Is Where Tasks and Issues That
are Both Urgent and Important Fall

required to develop a good plan/direction for moving

It will show up in the form of increased profits
because it puts you in control of the important tasks
that help you stay ahead of the game and focus on

forward. The meadow on the nearest edge of the

As a business owner, if you wander into the office

what matters most – before those things become

forest is a metaphor for where we are all headed

on Monday morning, fire up the desktop, and dive

urgent and drift into Quadrant I “whirlwind”.

– delivering good parts on time as profitably as

straight into your emails – you’ll no doubt have half a

possible.

dozen tasks in front of you that appear to be urgent.

Next Steps

There are questions that need answers, invoices to
You can’t see the forest for the trees! It’s a widely

be processed and updates to keep on top of. In other

A number of business strategy and management

known saying that is accepted by many as truth

words, you wander into the urgent and important.

matters fall into Quadrant II – not urgent right now,
but nevertheless important for the success of your

whether they are talking about issues in the workplace
or about life in general. You can’t see the forest for the

For you, the typical day is filled with more than eight

business long term. Now is as good a time as any

trees means that we sometimes cannot see situations

hours of Quadrant I tasks and issues. You get sucked

to take the following steps to get you out of the

as they really are while we are in the midst of them.

in and before you know it, your 10-to 11-hour day is

whirlwind and into plan execution:

For the small-to medium-sized machine shop owner,

over. For this reason, Quadrant I is often referred to

it is accepting the conviction to work more “on the

as the “whirlwind.”

business” and less “in the business.” Identifying

1.

Identify your goals for the next 3 years.

2.

Define what you need to do in this current year to
move you towards your long-term (3 year) goals.

what’s urgent versus important – or those items

Tasks and issues that fall into Quadrant II are

that seem to be but aren’t – is often the difference

considered important but not urgent. It means that

between driving your business forward and spinning

completing these tasks will get you closer to a specific

your wheels.

goal or maybe help you work toward your overarching

• Financial Plan

mission. They need to get done, but there typically

• Sales/Marketing Plan

isn’t a hard-and-fast deadline.

• Operations Plan

The Urgent Important Matrix

3.

Develop the following individual plans that will
enable you to make this current year a great one:

• Management/HR Plan
The Urgent Important Matrix is also known as the

Quadrant III is an interesting Quadrant because it is

Eisenhower Matrix. It originated with Dwight D.

comprised mostly of tasks and issues that are urgent

Eisenhower, the 34th US President, a US Army

to someone else but not necessarily important to you.

general and NATO’s first supreme commander.

4.

Board Member) that will hold you accountable
for the execution of the plans.
5.

Finally, there is Quadrant IV. The not urgent and not

Identify a third party (e.g., Profitability Coach,

Repeat at the start of each fiscal year for your
company.

The Urgent-Important Matrix uses a four-quadrant

important Quadrant. Small-to medium-sized business

grid to define tasks by their level of urgency and

owners that spend measurable time in this Quadrant

It is important for you to understand that there is

importance. To leverage the matrix, it is important to

either have a well-oiled machine that doesn’t require

so much about the “whirlwind” that is addictive. It

first unpack the meaning of “urgent” and “important”

much oversight or are on the well-beaten path to

feels very safe and very familiar and you feel like you

in this context:

business failure.

are accomplishing things when you are in it. As a

•

Urgent: Urgent tasks are the ones that cause
us to temporarily suspend everything else. They

result, getting out of the “whirlwind” will be difficult

Stepping Out of the Whirlwind

require us to stop what we’re doing and turn our
•

and uncomfortable. It requires the development and
application of new business acumen skills. Don’t go

full attention to the task in question.

Quadrant II is a good place to spend your time. It is

it alone. It may take a full business cycle for you to

Important: Important tasks bring us closer

where progress happens by capitalizing on your big

begin to see the fruit of your labor, so it is helpful to

to achieving big-picture goals or objectives.

opportunities. It is the time best spent moving forward

have a resource come alongside you that is committed

Generally, a lot of strategy and planning goes

on the goals you set. These success-oriented tasks are

to your long-term success. It may be the difference

into important tasks.

critical to achieving sustained profitability. Spending

between driving your business forward and spinning

time in this category will stop the vicious cycle that

your wheels.

keeps you in the “whirlwind” forever. Plan to spend a
lot of your time here.
NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022
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Plan to attend IMTS 2022
Solutions, Events, and Attractions
for the Successful Manufacturer
By: Peter Eelman, Vice President & CXO – AMT – The Association for Manufacturing Technology

Take a step toward your career and business success

The Onshoring Project: For the first time at IMTS,

by attending IMTS 2022, September 12 to 17, at

OEMs, subcontractors, and job shops will have the

McCormick Place, Chicago. You’ll find hundreds of

opportunity to convene on achieving and maintaining

equipment and software solutions, increase your

agile supply chains for North American companies.

network, and gain ideas to enhance your career and

Meeting face-to-face is an energizing, rewarding,

business. Here’s a sneak peek of what to expect.

and effective way to form new relationships, solidify

“Digital Manufacturing. Implemented.” – the theme

existing networks, and exchange ideas. The event

for IMTS reflects advances in technology that are

aims to facilitate positive change for the North

enabling manufacturers to be a part of the digital

American supply chain.

ecosystem and achieve efficiencies once thought of as
unattainable.

You’ll have the opportunity to:
•

Expect to see a surge of digital manufacturing
solutions throughout IMTS 2022.

Connect with suppliers, OEMs, and
manufacturing technology providers.

•

Find new metrics, tools, and methods that
shift the focus from an almost single reliance

Exhibitors, Products, Solutions: More than 1,250

on piece-price in sourcing toward a holistic

exhibitors are lined up to display new technologies

sourcing approach.

across more than 1,080,000 sq. ft. showcasing the

•

Recognize new considerations for sourcing.

absolute latest in manufacturing equipment and

•

Understand the true benefits of reshoring and its

software. Expect to see transformative technologies
integrated within much of our industry’s traditional

impact on profit, workforce, and community.
•

AMT’s Emerging Technology Center (ETC): See

machines using automation and robotics, additive

what’s on the horizon in manufacturing. The AMT

manufacturing, augmented and virtual reality, digital

ETC presents advancements that demonstrate

twin, generative design, and more. Visit IMTS.com

the future of manufacturing including many

to explore exhibitors by name, product category, or

from the Manufacturing Demonstration Facility

location.

at the U.S. Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.
AM4U Area: New for 2022, the AM Pavilion will
encompass the AM4U Area, presented by Formnext.
It is a multi-use zone on the show floor offering
industry expert talks and seminars for the adoption of
industrial AM. AM4U will be the first presence of a new
partnership recently announced by AMT and Gardner
Business Media (GBM), Mesago Messe Frankfurt, (the
organizers of Formnext, Europe’s largest AM show),
and Messe Frankfurt North America.
Achieve your 2022 business goals, begin exploring
IMTS 2022 at www.IMTS.com/Show.
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FIND
SEPT. 12-17, 2022 • MCCORMICK PLACE, CHICAGO

HYBRID MACHINING

Technology demonstrated by Mazak Megastir

DIGITAL MANUFACTURING. IMPLEMENTED.

EXPERIENCE
THE POWER OF
HYBRID MACHINING

MAZAK MEGASTIR
Hybrid multitasking technologies can add immediate value
through efficiency increases in additive, hotwire, gear
turning, and friction stir welding. Experience Mazak MegaStir
and the complete Mazak Hybrid product line at IMTS 2022.

LEARN MORE ABOUT IT AT IMTS.COM/SHOW
NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022
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New Year’s
Resolutions for
Leaders

22 NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022

The year 2021 was a unique one for employers – from

listen to their employees’ concerns and rethink some

managing the ongoing health crisis and adapting

of their long-standing employment policies.

to a hybrid workforce to battling burnout and
competing for new (and existing) talent amid the
Great Resignation. No matter what challenges were

3. Adapt Leadership Style for the
Hybrid Workforce

faced last year, the start of a new year is a chance for

5. Redefine Leadership Qualities in
Changing Conditions
The pace of change is only picking up, and the latest
workforce trends indicate that 2022 will bring more
pressure on leaders to create strategic solutions to

businesses to reset priorities, chase new goals and

Leading a hybrid team requires adaptability to

overarching talent problems. As companies decide

overcome obstacles impeding a successful workforce.

change and an openness to innovative solutions

their long-term remote and hybrid work arrangements,

As employers reflect on the past twelve months,

aimed at improving the workplace without sacrificing

and the composition of the workforce continues to

and think about the change and uncertainty that

the company’s “bottom lines” of profitability and

evolve, employers must redefine the qualities needed

undoubtedly lies ahead, here are five New Year’s

longevity. Our 8 Cs+ Hybrid Leadership Model

to lead in these changing circumstances.

resolutions for leaders to prioritize in 2022.

helps leaders succeed in this unique and changing
environment:

1. Invest in DEI
It is imperative to improve diversity, equity and
inclusion (DEI) to build a thriving organization and
to attract and retain superior talent in the future.
Employees require fresh approaches to thinking about
and discussing diversity. At the same time, leaders
will need new skills to enable equity and inclusion in
the workplace. And organizations demand scalable
solutions to ensure that DEI activities avoid common

•

•

•

pitfalls and are both robust and sustainable.
Gen-Z talent expects open communication on DEI –
meaning it’s important to prospective talent as well
as to employees, stakeholders and shareholders,
according to Talent Board. The moral of the story: DEI

2. Listen to Employee Concerns
Throughout 2021, we observed the big quit as talent
left one opportunity for another. Part of what drove the
quitting epidemic was people wanting more workplace
flexibility and greater support for mental health from
companies. The other main driver was workers seeking
greater happiness as they desired to derive greater
purpose in their day-to-day lives. Employee wellbeing
and engagement will be the big trend we see in 2022,
and employers who are more attuned to purpose and
happiness will win the day.
The Great Resignation represents what may turn
out to be a seismic shift in the employer-employee
relationship. To be thoughtfully prepared to respond
to the evolving demands of workers, employers should

•

Today’s leaders should be able to help support
work and professional development while being

various methods

vigilant to signs of burnout during performance

Communication – Learn the status of someone,

management conversations, for example.
•

Emotional intelligence and other “soft” skills

Check-Ins – Learn the status of someone,

will be vital to look for and nurture in future

typically following a scheduled pattern

leadership prospects. It requires forethought to

Coaching – Combination of listening, asking

check in on employees and ensure that they are

questions and helping someone think through

doing well.

and resolve situations
•
•

matters and should remain a priority – not just this
year – but every year.

without micromanaging them.

Clarity – Transfer/Exchange of information using

typically following a scheduled pattern
•

Management teams will need to enable work
and support staff in digital environments

Culture – Providing organizational direction and
focus; creating transparency

•

•

•

Community – Unified group of people with a

Accomplish All Your Leadership Resolutions This Year

common interest

With so many disruptive workforce trends coinciding

Creativity – Producing through imaginative

in 2022, employers and leadership teams across

skill; making or bringing something new into

every industry have a chance to step up and lead their

existence

organizations forward.

Care – Feeling interested or concern

4. Reconsider Employee Experience

Make sure you and your organization are positioned
to achieve your leadership resolutions and goals
for the year. Whether you are looking to build your

Employee well-being is paramount, and if the

executive bench strength, needing to forecast

employee experience isn’t an organizational priority

long-term hiring needs or redesigning your

now, it should be by 2022. Low engagement costs the

compensation and total reward programs, we

global economy an estimated $8.1 trillion, according

can partner with your organization to implement

to Gallup.

leadership and talent management solutions that
help drive organizational success.

As the role of a leader continues to evolve, employers
must create a company culture centered on

Connect with one of CBIZ’s experts today –

engagement and make an intentional effort to form

visit www.cbiz.com for more information.

a bond with their employees, allowing them to feel a
sense of assurance, significance, connection, and,

This article originally was published on January

ultimately, empowerment.

10, 2022 by CBIZ Insights at: https://www.cbiz.
com/insights/articles/article-details/5-new-yearsresolutions-for-leaders-in-2022
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What Should
My Blog Say?
Four Formulas to Create
Relevant Content, Fast.
By: Rob Felber, Owner, Felber PR & Marketing

If you’re in charge of the company blog, newsletter,

identify the part. (It should be a true story, of course.)

Read our article on How Manufacturers Can Avoid

or both – and a few other things! – you know that

It’s essentially a narrative description of one of your

Pitfalls When Using Photos.

writer’s block is real. You also know that fresh content

company’s offerings. People naturally love stories –

is important. Fresh, quality content keeps your

and they’re easy to remember, which is exactly the

More good news: these kinds of “insider” posts are

website more relevant, to the real people who are your

kind of content you need.

almost always among the most popular pieces of

prospects and customers, and it’s important to search

content on a blog or most clicked in a newsletter.

engines, too. (And really good content can even help

2. Go on a Roundup! A post of “Top Fastener Styles by

you get trade publication coverage.) But what should

Metal Type” would highlight your products in a useful

4. Educate ‘em! Ask your customer service reps,

you write your next business blog post about? Here

way for clients and prospects, for example. Or, collect

“what do you wish ALL of our customers knew?”

are four formulas to help you create quality content

your most popular blog posts of the past year, or all of

Their answer (or answers) will make a GREAT blog

this week, and next week, and the next…

your posts on a given subject or product line. Because

post! There are many ways to use those answers, too.

a Roundup post includes links back to each of the

Depending on the information you gather from your

1. Share a (short) success story. This can be an

previous posts, it provides your website with a little

customer service team, you might be able to write a

anecdote from one of your salespeople describing

more internal structure and organization – Search

roundup-type post. (Or even better, they might be able

how they overcame an objection with a solution your

Engines love that. (SEO bonus points!)

to write it for you!) Once you start the conversation

company offers – providing a sample so the client

with your CSRs or inside sales team, you might be

could see the material for themselves, for example.

Pro tip: it’s easy (and important) to include multiple

surprised at all you learn. It could turn into a series of

It could be as short as this: ABC Manufacturing

calls to action in a post like this. How to make a

posts, a FAQ Page on your website, or a tip sheet for

needed to make bigger buckets, but the handles kept

good Call-to-Action even better.

new customers.

as much. We helped re-design the handle so a lighter

3. A typical day at… You go to work every day. You

How can we help you – be it writing your blogs,

material could do the job. The buckets with the new

work. You go home. You know the drill…but your

or achieving your marketing goals? Schedule a

design are popular with their customers because

clients and prospects would LOVE to know what goes

15-minute consultation at your convenience, and let’s

they’re easier to stack. Win, win! Why you’ll love this

on in there! Highlighting your products, services,

talk about it.

formula: It’s like a case study, but much less work!

and culture in 300-500 words is surprisingly easy.

breaking. Their handle supplier said they’d cost twice

Where does your president eat lunch? Which piece

RobFelber@FelberPR.com

When you tell a success story in anecdote form, you

of machinery runs all day long? Who greets delivery

(330) 963-3664

can use general descriptions of a problem you solved

drivers at your loading dock? A few candid photos,

for a client. You don’t identify the client by name, or

maybe a quote or two, and you’re done!
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www.felberpr.com

WHO’S
GOT
YOUR
BACK?
WE DO, BY THE THOUSANDS.
Okuma’s extensive support network extends across
the globe and across town to keep your shop running.
Here’s how:
•

Over 2,000 field experts ensure the correct machine
tool purchase, installation, and training programs

•

Global parts inventory and local service teams ensure
maximum uptime

•

Customized expertise and support based on regional
industries and trends

ASK ABOUT THE
OKUMA LT3000 EX
TWIN SPINDLE LATHE

We can guarantee our reliable Distributor partners
will keep you operating at peak performance. Find
out more at okuma.com/cost-of-ownership

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS
NTMA THE RECORD - FEBRUARY 2022
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The Future of US
Competitiveness
and Reshoring
By: Harry Moser Founder/President, Reshoring Initiative

• End-to-end continuous manufacturing, a process

the-job apprenticeships and internships as opposed

that integrates API and drug product manufacturing

to a four-year university degree. Manufacturers must

in one process.

incorporate lifelong learning into their business plans

• Portable and modular distributed manufacturing
platforms, or pharmacy-on-demand.
• Artificial intelligence or advanced modeling
approaches in manufacturing.
• Today, 80 percent of the drugs made using
advanced manufacturing technologies are produced
in the US.

• Rockford, Ill.-based manufacturer PBC Linear found
that the COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the skilled
labor shortage. “The biggest problem was finding new
people and getting them up to speed fast enough and
then keeping them,” says Beau Wileman, a design
engineer at PBC Linear. “It’s inefficient and expensive
to have a manager step away from whatever he or she

Manufacturing Fund. The funding will expand

was doing and train.” Wileman turned to augmented

Corning’s US manufacturing capacity and drive

reality to reduce training time and manager

R&D into innovative new technologies. Corning

supervision during training. “We have since refined

had previously received $450 million from Apple’s

the process to where 70 percent of training occurs

Advanced Manufacturing Fund, which led to the

through the headset,” said Wileman.

smartphone glass. Apple established the fund in 2017

capabilities through the adoption of innovative

Here are some successful learning programs:

Corning Inc. $45 million from its $5 billion Advanced

Shield, which is more durable than any other

competitiveness and reshoring. Enhancing

manufacturing.

• In May, Apple awarded precision glass supplier

development of a new glass-ceramic called Ceramic

Advanced Manufacturing is the future of US

to develop the future workforce needed for advanced

to support innovation and skilled manufacturing jobs
across the US Apple’s investments in Corning help
support 1,000 US jobs.

• The NTMA is working to help fill the manufacturing
skills gap through a suite of programs targeted at
students and their families, schools, the current
workforce, and support organizations. The suite
includes: the National Robotics League, which through
robotic competition helps students forge partnerships

technologies will increase efficiency and narrow the

• Amazon’s new innovation and manufacturing hub

with manufacturers; NTMA-U, an online training

manufacturing cost gap with foreign competitors,

will house R&D labs and robotic manufacturing

platform that removes the obstacles of traditional

thus boosting global competitiveness and enabling

operations. The site will focus on the R&D and

classroom-based learning; apprentice training, an

reshoring. Let’s look at a few vital areas in which

manufacturing of mobile drive robots that work in

ongoing best-practices program at regional and

advanced manufacturing is providing significant

fulfillment facilities, directly with employees, using AI

national levels; and aptitude testing that assesses

gains: Apprenticeships are a key tool in developing

to chart the robots’ routes. The facility will create 200

the understanding of basic mechanical principles and

an advanced manufacturing workforce.

new advanced manufacturing jobs.

applications of those principles to shop situations.

• Essential products: The COVID-19 pandemic

Workforce Development

• SME – through Tooling U-SME, webinars, SME

revealed serious vulnerabilities in the US
pharmaceutical supply chain with shortages

The Fourth Industrial Revolution, or Industry 4.0,

affecting active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)

is transforming work at an unparalleled pace due

and finished pharmaceutical products. The Food and

to rapidly changing technologies like AI, advanced

Drug Administration’s (FDA) advanced manufacturing

robotics and cognitive automation, advanced

initiatives are strengthening the domestic drug

analytics, and the Internet of Things. These

manufacturing supply chain, providing quality

innovations require a highly trained workforce to bring

pharmaceuticals for patients.

to fruition. As manufacturers implement advanced

• The FDA has long maintained the importance of
advanced manufacturing technologies. In 2015, the
FDA approved the first regulatory submission for a
human drug produced by continuous manufacturing
and the first produced by 3D printing. The FDA is
working to form the regulatory framework required for
these advanced technologies.

manufacturing technologies, they will gain new levels
of efficiency, quality control, and visibility. To realize
the full potential of these investments, they will need
skilled workers.
New-collar workers must develop technical and
soft skills through nontraditional educational
paths including community colleges, vocational
schools, software boot camps, technical certification
programs, high-school technical education, and on-
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Education Foundation, SME PRIME schools, initiative,
and more – creates opportunities to advance today’s
workforce and develop next-gen professionals.
Ultimately, we have unlimited control over our
domestic competitiveness initiatives and our
ability to achieve our ambitions. Let’s collaborate to
support advanced manufacturing technologies and
skilled workforce development and rebuild the US
manufacturing base.
This article originally appeared in Manufacturing
Engineering magazine and is reprinted here with
the permission of the publisher. You can view
the original article at: https://www.sme.org/
technologies/articles/2022/january/the-future-of-u.s.competitiveness-and-reshoring/

Are You Participating
in the Grainger Value
Advantage Program?
If not, you are missing out
on additional savings!
We can deliver 12 to 15%, or more, in total cost savings when
you consolidate your MRO and Metalworking spend to Grainger.
HELPING DRIVE SAVINGS IN EACH OF THESE AREAS

CONSUMPTION
Increased inventory
controls with SKU-level
visibility to reduce
consumption

STANDARDIZATION
Product standardization
optimizes and right-sizes
inventory to reduce
carrying costs

PRODUCTIVITY
Simplified processes
help reduce POs & invoices,
and hours spent looking
for product

PRICE
Higher discounts,
from increased spend,
reduces item costs
Source: Grainger Consulting Services

VALUE ADVANTAGE PROGRAM = CUSTOMIZED OFFER EXCLUSIVE TO MEMBERS INCLUDING:
• Documented cost savings
• Drive productivity with Metalworking –
Improve work cell efficiency, maximize tool
output, optimize product application, and
minimize scrap and rework

• Deeper savings on the leading tooling
and abrasives brands in the industry
• 17 categories with additional discounts
• Grainger pays all standard shipping

Visit Grainger.com/ntma to take advantage of all your member benefits

©2021 W.W. Grainger, Inc. W-DCE1302

*Standard ground freight is paid by Seller on all orders, unless otherwise stated, to Buyer’s place of business anywhere in the contiguous United States. Other terms and conditions
may apply for other than standard ground delivery (“Other Freight Services”), including expedited same day delivery, air freight, freight collect, sourced orders, export orders, hazardous
materials, Buyer’s carrier, shipments outside the contiguous U.S. or other special handling by the carrier. Charges incurred for Other Freight Services must be paid by Buyer.

GRAINGER.COM/NTMA
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NTMA MEMBERS
Optimize Your Machine Tool Performance,
Productivity and Profits with Royal Products!
For over 70 years, Royal Products has been helping manufacturers squeeze every last drop of
performance out of their CNC machine tools. Our broad range of tooling, workholding, automation, and
mist-control products help reduce setup times, increase throughput, improve part accuracy, and enable
unmanned production. Optimize your production today with Royal Products.

Royal Quick-Grip™ CNC Collet Chucks

• Ten-second collet changes
• Ultra-precision accuracy – 0.0002" TIR or better
• Industry-leading gripping range – 0.062"
• Superior rigidity, gripping torque, and tool clearance

Royal I.D. Workholding Systems

• Internal gripping offers full machining access to the entire
length of the workpiece O.D.
• Parallel expansion for optimum accuracy and gripping torque
• Custom systems available – up to 25" diameter

Royal Mist Collectors

Royal Rota-Rack™ Parts Accumulator

• Low-cost, highly efficient mist and smoke collectors keep
your shop clean and your workers healthy
• Over 150,000 units operating in over 50 countries worldwide
• Exclusive Royal Risk-Free Performance Guarantee

• Safely collects a large volume of finished parts for hours of
unmanned production on bar-fed CNC lathes
• Heavy-duty design handles up to 700 lbs. of parts
• Easy to setup and install – no interface with CNC control
is required

For Additional Performance Solutions, visit www.royalproducts.com
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MEMBER BENEFITS

AFFINITY
PARTNERS

AFFINITY DISCOUNT PROGRAMS

Affinity partners offer services at specially negotiated rates
available only to NTMA members. As you’ve heard it said,
membership has its privileges, Are you maximizing yours?

• 1.5 million items to choose from
• Minimum 10% discount on all items
• Up to 40% on industry-related categories (lubricants,
cutting tools, safety)
• Free freight on all items
• Grainger value-added services – consulting, inventory
management and lighting

• Management Operating Systems
• ERP/MRP Manufacturing Systems
• Strategic Planning
• CEO Management, Monitoring, and Mentoring
www.beanstalkccw.com

www.grainger.com

• Coaching: From management and operations
to finance and executive leadership
• Accounting: EGS offers three levels of fractional
CFO services to best meet your company’s unique
financial needs
• Training: Powerful training sessions designed to
strengthen the key drivers of business success
• Up to $9,000 in savings per year
www.ebitdagrowthsystems.com

• 29% savings on small package shipping with
select services from FedEx, FedEx Ground, and
FedEx Home Delivery
• 70% savings on LTL Freight
• Best rates in the industry on full truckload deliveries
www.partnership.com

• Easy-to-manage payroll solutions that help grow
your business
• Human Resources Support Services
• Payment processing solutions
• Integrates with Easecentral HR platform
• Merchant services now available
• Special Pricing for NTMA members plus a three-year
price lock
www.heartland.us
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• The Safehold Special Risk Metals and Plastics
Manufacturing and Machining Program offers
industry-specific coverage
• Aviation product liability
• Manufacturers E&O Coverage
• Specialized loss control/risk management
services

• NTMA members can access business and employee
discounts through National Purchasing Partners
www.safehold.com
(NPP); NPP helps members reduce costs with
exclusive pricing
• Members can save on many useful brands, including:
- Unifirst
- Airgas
- Office Depot`
- Batteries Plus Bulbs
- Priceline
- Staples
• Modern Estimating and Quoting Software for Job Shops
- IMPAC
- Verizon
• Cloud-based, ITAR, and NIST Compliant
- Sherwin-Williams - Cintas
• 25% Discount On Onboarding Fees
You can even share select deals with your employees
www.paperlessparts.com/NTMA
• NPP membership is free and there is no obligation
to buy
www.mynpp.com

• Consulting
• Documentation
• Training
• Auditing Support
• 5% NTMA member discount
• Offers 2 for 1 price for all NTMA members for
online training
www.thecoresolution.com

• Energy contracting services to manage electricity
and natural gas costs
• Available to members located in deregulated states:
- Washington D.C.
- New Jersey
- Delaware
- Ohio
- Illinois
- Pennsylvania
- Maryland
- Texas
• NTMA Members in Regulated states can also
access comprehensive, data-driven, and efficient
energy solutions

• Lead Generation
• Outsourced Prospecting
• Outsourced Growth Management
• 8% NTMA Member Discount
www.bethefactur.com

www.appienergy.com

•

Education and honest succession planning
advice that meets you where you are.

•

Investments and acquisitions to ensure your
business and its legacy in the community are
preserved.

•

Collaborative succession process focused on
satisfying the owner's needs, creating employee
growth and opportunity, and ensuring the
business continues to thrive.

•

More than 55 years of precision manufacturing
experience, and 60 years of finance and
investing experience.

•

Team of experienced, trusted advisors in metal
spinning, digital manufacturing, legal, tax
accounting, and real estate.
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www.ntma.org

March 21 - March 23

Costa Mesa, CA

WEST

Avenue of the Arts Costa Mesa a
Tribute Portfolio Hotel
3350 Avenue of the Arts Costa Mesa, CA 92626

Room Rate: $189
To make reservations, visit: www.ntma.org or call:
1-714-751-5100 and refer to Engage Summit West.
The deadline to lock in your room rate is:
February 28, 2022

Opening Keynote:
Will 2022 Be the Year That Things
Get Back To Normal?
Presented by: Michael Guckes
Chief Economist, Gardner Intelligence

Closing Keynote
Manufacturing Marketing in
the Modern Age
Presented by: Shawn Fitzgerald
President, Thomas – A Xometry Company

Michael Guckes, Chief Economist for Gardner Intelligence,
will reveal the present state of manufacturing using
Gardner’s proprietary Business Index along with
macroeconomic research.

As technology has changed the way precision
manufacturing shops do business, so too has it changed
the way shops are able to get in front of potential
customers and clients. Marketing in the digital space is
ever-evolving, and manufacturing professionals have to
stay on top of trends and best practices to keep their own
businesses moving. Join Shawn Fitzgerald of Xometry as he
provides a data-driven crash course on digital marketing,
framed to our industry, including:

This presentation will further discuss the nexus of supply
chains, production and employment. It will also explore the
state of the consumer nearly one-year after the end of the
paycheck protection plan which boosted disposable income
and sent demand for durable goods soaring in 2021.
Gardner Intelligence’s presentation will provide attendees
with a clear picture of today’s metalworking manufacturing
landscape, actionable insights, and practical resources
(some even freely available) that you can use to monitor
changing business conditions for yourself.

Lead Sponsors:
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Supporting Sponsors:

• Gaining exclusive insights on national and regional trends
based on sourcing activity from the Thomasnet.com
platform
• Understanding how to adapt to the digital transformation
happening in industrial sales and marketing
• Learning about today's digital marketing best practices
and free tools to get started

Evening Event Sponsor:

Wifi Sponsor

STRATEGIZE AND REVITALIZE

GENERAL SESSIONS
General Session 1
The Reshoring Surge – Learn the Benefits
for Your Shop
Presented by: Harry Moser – Founder
& President, Reshoring Initiative
Reshoring is surging nationally. For decades, we lost 10,000s
of business and millions of jobs to offshoring. It is now clear
that shorter supply chains are lower risk and are more
profitable for OEMs for 20-30% of products that are now
imported. Over 1 million jobs have been announced and
reshored since 2010. Find how to benefit from the trend.
Takeaways include:
• Identify the products most eligible to reshore
• Quantify the costs and risks of offshoring
• Find companies that import what you make
• Convince companies to reshore and buy from you

General Session 2
The Government is Your Business:
An Update from Washington D.C.
Presented by – Omar Nashashibi –
Owner & Founding Partner, The Franklin Partnership
Caitlin Sickles – Director, Policy Resolution Group at Bracewell LLP
In the two years since the rise of the pandemic in the U.S.,
manufacturers continue to see first-hand the level of government involvement in their business. The Franklin Partnership
and Policy Resolution Group at Bracewell will discuss how the
latest policies and actions from Washington, D.C. affect your
company. From taxes, tariffs, and OSHA mandates to supply
chain and worker disruptions, Caitlin Sickles and Omar
Nashashibi will provide an update from the nation’s capital,
what to expect from policymakers in 2022, and how the
election season may alter the government’s direction.

General Session 3
Industry Roundtable Sessions
Moderated by – Caitlin Sickles – Director,
Policy Resolution Group at Bracewell LLP

General Session 4
Best Practices for Implementing
Automation - A Member Panel
Moderated by: Stu Shepherd, Vertical
Development Director, Americas,
Universal Robot
With demand increasing, automation is becoming more of a
necessity rather than a luxury. Gain more insight into all the
different ways to automate. Leverage benefits that will give you
a competitive advantage. Lower your operating costs, increase
workplace safety, increase productivity and create better
product quality. Hear from NTMA members as they discuss the
steps they took to implement automation and the benefits
they've generated.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Learning, Leading and Communicating – How to Understand
and Explain Difficult Issues
Presented by: Omar Nashashibi - Owner & Founding Partner,
The Franklin Partnership
Fundamentals of Job Costing
Presented by: Dave Capkovitz – Principal, EBITDA Growth Systems
Mike Watkins – Principal, EBITDA Growth Systems
Optimize Your Manufacturing Process with
a Complete Digital Twin
Presented by: Jim Huddy – National Sales Manager,
CGTech Vericut
Building a Sales Culture
Presented by: Gabe Draper – Chief Prospecting Officer &
Co-Founder, FACTUR
Expanding & Diversifying Your Shop’s Talent Pipelne
Moderated by: Bill Padnos – NTMF & AMPED Director, NTMA
Using Software Tools to Keep Up with Increasing Demand
Presented by: Paul Van Metre – Co-Founder, ProShop ERP
Succession Planning – First Steps, Next Steps and Everything
In-Between
Presented by: Troy Roberts – CEO, Beanstalk CCW, LLC

Join Caitlin Sickles for industry-driven roundtable discussions
on some of the biggest issues facing your shop today. Connect
with your peers, ask pressing questions, and discover
solutions to help keep your business thriving.

PLANT TOURS

Questions? Contact Kristen Hrusch
khrusch@ntma.org or 216-264-2845

Opening Keynote will start Monday, 3/21 at 4pm and Closing
Keynote will wrap up Wednesday 3/23 at Noon

• Moseys’ Production Machinists
• Ricaurte Precision
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NTMA Member Marketplace
Advertise Exclusively With the Nation’s Largest Precision Machining Network!
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We drill
diameters as
small as 0.078”
up to 180” deep.
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Honing, turning,
milling & surface
grinding, too.
RAPID QUOTES:
www.betar.net

John Lohse, Owner • Chapter President, NTMA New Jersey, Phila & NE Pennsylvania

The life force for
your machines.
Do you know that proper use of the
correctmetalworking fluid has an
extraordinary leverage effect on
stability, quality, performance and
therefore on the costs of your
production? Our machining experts
can help you turn your metalworking
fluid into a key success factor.
Test us. It’s worth it.
blaser.com/testus

KSS general_Luca Mele_216x140mm_en_CLAIM.indd 1
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NTMA Member Marketplace
Advertise Exclusively With the Nation’s Largest Precision Machining Network!

YOUR AD HERE!
Interested? Contact John Stevens for more
information - jstevens@ntma.org

YOUR AD HERE!
Interested? Contact John Stevens for more
information - jstevens@ntma.org

QUALITY

❯

INTEGRITY

❯

ON TIME DELIVERY

PRECISION MACHINING SINCE 1994

CENTERLESS GRINDING
& THREAD ROLLING

CORE CAPABILITIES
❯
❯
❯
❯
❯

Turbine Component Manufacturing
Precision grinding (up to 136” in length)
Mul�-Axis Milling, Machining, & Turning
Saw Cu�ng (straight, angle, radius, angle + radius)
Wire EDM

US/CA JCP CERTIFIED

(CAGE CODE Available Upon Request)

SAM REGISTERED
ISO 9001:2015 REGISTERED

* EFFICIENT RESPONSE TIMES

WE REGULARLY STOCK STAINLESS STEEL ALLOYS SUCH AS:

403, 405, 410, 415, & 422

45727 STATE HIGHWAY 27, TITUSVILLE, PA 16354

ITAR REGISTERED

SMALL BUSINESS
(<25 Employees)

❯

814-827-9887

❯

precisionprofilesllc.com

Normand J. Goulet III
Vice President
Manufacturing Engineer

25 Rosenthal Street n East Hartford, CT 06108
phone: (860) 289-2987 n fax: (860) 289-3142
web: www.unitedcgtr.com n email: njgoulet@unitedcgtr.com
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NATIONAL TOOLING AND MACHINING ASSOCIATION
1357 Rockside Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44134

READY
WHEN
YOU
ARE
Scan for
WCE4 product details

